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Solar System observation Solar System observation 
capabilities with Fermicapabilities with Fermi

Solar Activity expected to peak around 2011
Fermi will operate for nearly the entire 
duration of solar cycle 24
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Solar System observation Solar System observation 
capabilities with Fermi (2)capabilities with Fermi (2)

Fermi is the only satellite capable of making solar 
observations >30 MeV
Coordinated mesurements between LAT gamma-ray 
and GBM (10 keV-25 MeV)

Comparison with RHESSI (1 keV –20 MeV)
Comparison with energetic solar particle observations  
(ACE, STEREO, SOHO, WIND) and ground based 
experiments (Milagro) for flaring Sun alerts

About ten high-energy flares expected
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Sources in Solar SystemSources in Solar System
““γγ--ray ray albedoalbedo”” due to CR interactions with surface materialdue to CR interactions with surface material

Moving sourcesMoving sources
Sources:Sources:
•• The Moon (The Moon (albedoalbedo))
•• The Sun (The Sun (albedoalbedo + inverse Compton)+ inverse Compton)
•• The EarthThe Earth

Potential SourcesPotential Sources
•• Asteroids in different populations:Asteroids in different populations:

Main Asteroid Belt (MBAs)Main Asteroid Belt (MBAs)
JovianJovian and Neptunian Trojans (Trojans)and Neptunian Trojans (Trojans)
KuiperKuiper Belt Objects (Belt Objects (KBOsKBOs))

•• Other planetsOther planets

CR γ
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Fermi: the Sun track in the skyFermi: the Sun track in the sky
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Analysis and Background Analysis and Background 
estimation approachestimation approach

Analysis in Moving Coordinates Analysis in Moving Coordinates 
SUN is moving about 1SUN is moving about 1°°/day /day 
MOON is moving about 15MOON is moving about 15°°/day/day

Ideas for background estimateIdeas for background estimate
Background model: a fit of the diffuse emission model to Background model: a fit of the diffuse emission model to 
the whole skythe whole sky
A A ““fakefake”” source methodsource method

A fake source follow the path of the real source but 30 A fake source follow the path of the real source but 30 
degrees away (passes through the same areas on the sky degrees away (passes through the same areas on the sky 
but at different times)but at different times)
The source flux is the total flux minus the fake sourceThe source flux is the total flux minus the fake source

Fluxes computed with both approachesFluxes computed with both approaches
Very similar results obtainedVery similar results obtained
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The The ““fake sourcefake source”” ideaidea
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~~6 months of Moon Observations 6 months of Moon Observations 
and fluxesand fluxes

Total Flux (>100 Total Flux (>100 MeVMeV)         = 1.57 x10)         = 1.57 x10--6 6 cmcm--22 ss--11

Fake Moon Flux (>100 Fake Moon Flux (>100 MeVMeV) = 1.08x10) = 1.08x10--66 cmcm--22 ss--11

Source Flux (>100 Source Flux (>100 MeVMeV)       = 4.9 x10)       = 4.9 x10--77 cmcm--2 s2 s--1 (preliminary)1 (preliminary)

Expected Flux                      ~ 5x10Expected Flux                      ~ 5x10--77 cmcm--22 ss--11 (@ solar min) (@ solar min) 
(Mos(Moskalenko&Porterkalenko&Porter’’08)08)

EGRET Flux (>100 EGRET Flux (>100 MeVMeV)       = (4.7)       = (4.7±±0.7)x100.7)x10--77 cmcm--22 ss--11 (Thompson+(Thompson+’’97)97)
= (5.55= (5.55±±0.65)x100.65)x10--77 cmcm--22 ss--11 (Orlando&Strong(Orlando&Strong’’08) 08) 

Counts map >100 MeV
Pixel size 0.25º

Moon disk
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- lower solar activity
(upper solid line)

- hight solar activity
(lower solid line)

Data: EGRET
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Moon Moon 
SpectraSpectra

Moon net spectrum Aug-Dec 2008

Fermi LAT 
preliminary

limb  (outer 5’)
center (inner 20”)
of the Moon disk
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Sun emission model: Inverse Sun emission model: Inverse 
Compton scatteringCompton scattering

©UCAR

InverseInverse--Compton scatteringCompton scattering of solar photonssolar photons in the in the 
heliosphereheliosphere by Galactic CRGalactic CR electronselectrons: the emission is is 
predicted to be extendedpredicted to be extended

•• electrons are isotropicelectrons are isotropic

•• photons have a radial angular distributionphotons have a radial angular distribution

e

Moskalenko ’06
Orlando&Strong’08
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The Quiet Sun: first 5 months of The Quiet Sun: first 5 months of 
observationobservation

Source Flux (>100 Source Flux (>100 MeVMeV)         ~ 4x10)         ~ 4x10--7 7 cmcm--2 2 ss--1 1 ((albedo+ICalbedo+IC,, preliminary)preliminary)

Expected IC Flux (>100 Expected IC Flux (>100 MeVMeV) ~ 4.3x10) ~ 4.3x10--7 7 cmcm--2 2 ss--11 (@ solar min, Moskalenko(@ solar min, Moskalenko’’06)06)
EGRET Flux (>100)                 = (4.44EGRET Flux (>100)                 = (4.44±±2.03)x102.03)x10--7 7 cmcm--2 2 ss--1 1 ((albedo+ICalbedo+IC))

(Orlando&Strong(Orlando&Strong’’08)08)
not observed (Thompson not observed (Thompson ’’97)97)

Counts map >100 MeV
Pixel size 0.25º

Sun disk
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Sun MovieSun Movie

Oct 08

Nov 08

Dec 08

Jan 09

Sept 08

Aug 08
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Flaring Sun phenomenologyFlaring Sun phenomenology
Flare are energetic phenomena occurring 
in solar atmospere
• Relese of energy in the magnetic field
• Up to 1032 ergs released (between few minuts 

to tens of minuts)
• Large flare at maximum of solar cycle
• Observed smaller flares (in energy and time)
• Located in solar corona and cromosphere
• Heat plasma and accelerated electrons, 

protons and heavier nuclei
• Electromagnetic radiation produced
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Sun Flare modelingSun Flare modeling
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ConclusionsConclusions
During the first months of data taking Fermi During the first months of data taking Fermi 
has observed the quiet Sun and the Moonhas observed the quiet Sun and the Moon
Preliminary fluxes has been calculated with Preliminary fluxes has been calculated with 
different methodsdifferent methods
We need more statistics for accurate spectra We need more statistics for accurate spectra 
determinationsdeterminations
Exciting physics expected:Exciting physics expected:
•• Solar flares monitoringSolar flares monitoring
•• CR cascade development in the solar atmosphereCR cascade development in the solar atmosphere
•• Study of the extragalactic diffuse emissionStudy of the extragalactic diffuse emission
•• FermiFermi LAT energy and flux calibrationLAT energy and flux calibration
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